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FWEDKZQSh8DDtXlncV2WZyJtATOyy06rVAsDescription Bisphenol A (BPA) is a synthetic chemical
that is used in the manufacturing of polycarbonate plastics, epoxy plastics, dental sealants, and the
linings of food and beverage cans. The use of BPA in these products is only permitted after its safety
has been verified. Research continues to establish that BPA is associated with many health problems
including cancer, and also with cognitive and behavioral problems in children. The BPA in our food
supply may be coming from can liners, including those in canned fruits and vegetables, and our dust,
which is composed of the paper packaging that containers are sold in. If the dust comes from the
lining of a food container, it probably contains BPA; if it comes from the paper box, it probably
contains BPA. In either case, once it is inhaled by humans, it may get into our blood and brain. As a
result, the BPA that we may be exposed to can have detrimental effects on our health.Genesee
Nature Center Genesee Nature Center is a registered 501(c)(3) non-profit nature center located just
off U.S. Route 43 in the Town of Le Roy, New York. The center is near the town line of the Le Roy and
DeKalb townships. Owned by the Le Roy-DeKalb-Fulton Park Land Trust, the nature center has a
visitor's center, a conference room and restrooms. The small nature center holds exhibit areas and
experiences a wide variety of exhibits featuring animal, plant, and other natural resources. History In
the late 1950s, a wooded area, now the nature center, was purchased by a group of artists and
educators from Detroit, Michigan. It was also the site of Le Roy State Hospital. The artists, known as
the Le Roy Art Park Association, collected furniture and other items for a new art gallery, now known
as Le Roy Art Park, which opened on May 22, 1958. One of the artists, Steven Ackerman, and his wife
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